Editorial

Iatrogenic tracheobronchial laceration: the need for surgery or the
need for better studies?
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Surgery is dedicated to healing diseases, relieve symptoms
or improve quality of life. In some cases, the effect of
surgery is obvious such as prima facie evidence used in
court. For example, anatomic resection of lung cancer in
stage I heals most of the patients who are fit for surgery
whereas many of the patients without treatment would die
of disease progression (1). Almost no one would seriously
plan a prospective randomized study to evaluate the low
evidence-based level supporting the indication of surgery,
or would you?
In contrast to this thought, the circumstances of
iatrogenic tracheobronchial laceration are numerous even
though it rarely happens. The comorbidities of the patient,
the mechanism and extension of the tracheal injury, the
impairment of ventilation caused by air-leakage into the
mediastinum and the clinical presentation of the patient
(cardiopulmonary instability/septic shock) lead to a wide
range of possibilities how to manage the patient.
The groups at risk are female patients needing an
emergency intubation. The mechanism of injury is not well
investigated or defined. The level of injury in the trachea
and the typical disruption of the membranous wall of the
trachea plead for a mechanism where the trachea has been
overstretched by overinflating the tube cuff. Therefore,
injury beyond the trachea to the esophagus or mediastinal
vessels is seldom. The disruption affects the mucosa and
the tracheal muscle regularly. The classification of severity
proposed by Giuseppe Cardillo in 2010 has not been
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verified (2). Furthermore, in the original publication the
authors reported about a small series of 30 patients. There
were 3, 24, 2 and 1 patients in the severity level I, II, IIIA
and IIIB. We therefore cannot recommend the use of this
classification for intubation injury nor for the description of
tracheal injury after dilatation tracheotomy or endoscopic
perforation of the tracheobronchial tree.
Starting with pathophysiology little is known about
spontaneously healing of a tracheal rupture and how it
affects the stability and function of the posterior wall of
the trachea. Bronchoscopic control of extubated patients
after typical lacerations shows an effective contraction of
the defect by a scar which is then covered by mucosa within
14–21 days. Mediastinitis is uncommon without a source of
infection. Manipulation by endotracheal stents stretches the
trachea even more so the edges of the wound are far apart
and the presence of a foreign body impairs the effective
natural course of wound healing and could increase the risk
of infection.
Indeed, successful conservative treatment was reported
first by the group of Jean-François Velly from Bordeaux,
France in 2000 (3) and later confirmed by others (4). The
ideal patient who benefits from conservative treatment
had an elective intubation, develops limited soft tissue
emphysema, does not have a pneumothorax and is breathing
spontaneously.
Perforation of the tracheobronchial wall during
interventional bronchoscopy and endobronchial tumor
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resection by different techniques may occur (but are not
published?) and is treated conservatively unless other organs
like esophagus, pleura or vessels are involved. The same is
applicable, if the posterior wall of the trachea is perforated
under dilatational percutaneous tracheotomy.
In patients, where spontaneous breathing is impossible
due to comorbidities, the tube cuff is placed below the
injured part of the trachea and the medical treatment of
the underlying disease, which may be life threatening by
itself, is continued. Emergency surgery in these cases is
accompanied by a high mortality and possibly even with
intraoperative deaths, as documented by the authors and
preceding publications.
Is there a place for surgery in tracheobronchial
perforation as recommended by the authors?
(I) Perforation of the distal trachea with involvement
of bifurcation and main bronchus are not easy to
handle, if the patient is mechanically ventilated.
(II) Perforation of the trachea and rupture of the
mediastinal pleura can lead to a uni- or even
bilateral pneumothorax. A pleural drainage would
not be effective due to the tracheopleural fistula.
(III) An intraoperative rupture of the tracheobronchial
tree during esophageal or lung surgery producing
a tracheo- or bronchopleural communication must
be corrected surgically.
Coming back to our initial statement, the thoracic
surgeon should select well the patients who might benefit
from surgery or who might profit more from the advantages
of an effective spontaneous tracheal wound healing to
reduce the risks and mortality. Taking into consideration
the low number of cases and the many-faceted clinical
circumstances a multidisciplinary team should manage the
patient.
Endoscopic suturing sometimes facilitated by a
tracheotomy (5) and transcervical approach (6) may reduce
the risk and invasiveness of the procedure in appropriate
cases. Extracorporeal carbon dioxide elimination is
increasingly gaining importance in respiratory failure and
thoracic surgery and will find his place in the management
of patients with tracheobronchial injury (7).
The paper summarizes the experience of the authors
and represents the practice of a large thoracic surgery
department. Simultaneously it reveals the fact that we
need more prospective studies with well defined protocols
including patient relevant end points.
We thank the authors for sharing their large experience
on the treatment of the challenging patients with iatrogenic
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tracheobronchial injuries and the constructive discussion.
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